
TESTIMONIAL 
From One of Our Valued Customers 

 

(We selected this one to share (out of many) because Joey  

really takes the time to explain his choice:-) 

 

With so many resale and PLR sites swarming the internet nowadays, it's 

extremely difficult to know who you can trust for the latest and 

greatest collections. 

 

With just 1 link, I assure you that those days are over. I happened to 

stumble upon this site by circumstance one day and I have visited it 

every day since. PLR Content Source has one of THE LARGEST collections 

of PLR products I have ever come across. In fact, this site has now 

become my "Homepage" on all my web browsers, including those on my 

cell, tablet and PCs. 

 

Not only do they have EVERYTHING you can imagine, they're prices are 

OUTRAGEOUSLY INSANE! Massive collections for LESS than the cost of 

just 1 or 2 items elsewhere -- and I'm not talking about crap-junk 

either. I'm talking about the latest and greatest offerings. 

 

BUT, not only do they offer the largest selections at the fairest of 

prices, the amount of UNIQUE content is unreal as well. They seriously 

must have an enormous team researching and spitting out UNIQUE 

products so you're always sure to find something BRAND SPANKING NEW 

that you can't get elsewhere... 

 

In addition to having the largest and most complete collection of PLR 

products on the internet, their support is second to absolutely 

NONE!!! Due to the extensive collection of products offered, I 

expected to have to wait 3 or 4 days for a response from their support 

staff when sending an inquiry. Once I sent my request, I continued on 

with other things and before I could even finish the project at hand, 

I had a response; and it wasn't a fluke either. I continued to hold a 

conversation with them over a few days and each time, the responses 

were timelier than the one before. 

 

I have now committed myself to looking here first, and many times so 

far, ONLY looking here, whenever needing new content for my own 

creations. 

 

I am not saying that this site 'should' be in everyone's bookmarks, 

I'm saying it's a MUST HAVE resource!!! 



 

Best of all, once you purchase anything from them, you will NOT 

receive a slew of download links leading to various download sites 

that you'll need to bookmark so you know where to find your purchases 

later, you receive a single, very straight-to-the-point PDF file, 

which contains all the download links for each package you purchase, 

allowing you to have instant access to any of the download links 

whenever you need them (this is something I plan on adopting on 

several of my own sites from here on out as well). 

 

Now, whenever I need to re-download an item or two, I simply open the 

PDF file, find the item I need in the document, click on the link and 

VOILA! No messy download areas, no complicated log-in areas and no 

secret long URLs you can't remember. Nope! Getting to your download 

links is just as easy as opening a PDF file (stored on your own 

computer)! 

 

If you couldn't tell, I really have nothing bad to say about 

PLRContentSource, it is one hell of a find and one I plan on using 

constantly. Not only will it save me time and money, but I now have a 

virtually unlimited supply of UNIQUE, one-of-a-kind sources to use for 

my own creations. 

 

But, for those who are cynical, if I HAD to have something negative to 

talk about, it would have to be the flip side of the coin. 

 

They offer such an enormously massive collection of items, it can be 

kind of confusing at first. That, however, is easily overcome by doing 

one (or more) of a few things. 

 

1. Use their easy to locate search form (located at the top of every 

page). 

2. Use their navigation menu and go through every link until you find 

exactly what you're looking for. 

3. Contact their support team and ask for assistance. On the (very 

unlikely) off-chance that you're looking for something you can't find 

there, they'll help you locate it, just to ensure you're satisfied. 

 

And if you're the type who likes ratings, here you go... 

 

ON A SCALE OF 1 TO 5 (1 being not so good and 5 being awesome) 

 

1. EASE OF USE - 4 STAR 

   Site is SO MASSIVE, it can be hard to locate items -- use the tips 

above and that problem is solved. 



    

2. SALES STAFF FRIENDLINESS - 5 STAR 

   They actually listen to you and make you feel like your important. 

    

3. AMOUNT OF AVAILABLE CONTENT - 8 STAR (yes, 8) 

   Like having a never-ending source/supply, you can NOT leave that 

site without finding tons of items you can check off your wish list. 

    

4. SUPPORT TIME / FRIENDLINESS - 5 STAR 

   Again, they actually listen to you and make you feel like your 

important. 

    

5. EASE OF PURCHASE ACCESS/DOWNLOADS - 8 STAR (yes, another 8) 

   I LOVE the way they keep the downloading process as simple as 

possible. 

 

Yes, I know you can't have "8" on a level of 1 to 5, but seriously 

folks, you have got to try PLR Content Source a try, you will NOT be 

sorry and they will be one of, if not THE BEST, resource in your 

toolbelt, bar NONE!!! 

 

Oh, by the way, talk about being able to save money, I have also been 

able to cancel 4 memberships I am a part of because with just 2 

packages found on the PLRContentSource website, I had EVERYTHING (and 

more) that I could have found on the membership sites. 

 

If you haven't given PLR Content Source a try yet, WHAT THE H**** ARE 

YOU WAITING FOR!!! You really are missing out. You will NOT be sorry! 

Joey Jay 
Xeebs Media 

 

 


